Thringstone Primary School Parent Forum

Minutes

Parent Forum 14.2.19

Parent Comments

Feedback comments

Actions

Parent lessons

Look at how we can incorporate people
who are not able to attend.
Some parents finding it sad that cannot
attend all.
Workshops

Longer than a weeks’ notice is
needed for parents is needed. Can
we post or text to say save the date?
Can we do a range of dates and
possible times.
Parents need to explain to children
reasons for not coming.
Could any resources be placed in
homework books when needed to
help out with the homework.
Could a handout be provided for
different methods for these things or
put on the website.

Walking along the drive

Currently no access to the path from the
road. Children walking along and some
parents seeing this finding it dangerous.

Taking railings out.
Put pedestrian crossing.

After School Club/Care

Parents wanting to see if school could
provide a wrap-around child care.

Griffydam and Broom Leys and
Whitwick have companies brought in
to help with this provision.
Parents who use Breakfast Club
possible use it.

Staff will be reminded to make parents
aware at least 2 weeks in advance via
class dojo and letter home.
School have been delighted with
responses we have had. We do
acknowledge that some parents aren’t
able to attend.
The objective of these sessions is that
they take place whilst children are in
school, so parents have a clearer idea of
the expectations of the curriculum and
the children and how it looks.
Continue to speak to child’s class teacher
is children are struggling with any
aspects of their homework.
School is still working on collating Year
objectives to be seen on the school
website to help parents understand
expectations of each year group.
As highlighted in the newsletter this was
an issue presented by the school to the
council and Bellway homes before they
built. We subsequently persued it but
have been told that neither have a duty
to look at a provision.
However the governors are being asked
to use school money to come up with a
solution.
Aware there is some demand for after
school care. But as discussed most local
primary schools bring in outside
companies and the cost could be
prohibitive. ER happy to look at potential
uptake.

MUGA
Uniform

What an amazing space. Children and
parents love it.
What is the uniform?
Lots of children being seen in jeans in Year
6.
Hair = should it be up? Lots of children
wearing hair half up down.

Lunch

Should the children be putting their lunch
back in their box? Sandwiches. Parents
would like to see what their child has eaten.

Whiteboard pens

What is the method again to get the pen off
the jumpers again please?

Swimming

King Edward students being inappropriate.
How can this be helped?

Our hall is currently used for free
after school clubs. Which are well
attended.
Space would be an issue for an
outside company to come in and use.
Great use of the space.
Please could it be clearly stated what
is acceptable and what is not as
other children are starting to say that
they can wear what they want and
parents not sure.

Continue to promote.

Children wearing inappropriate clothes
are spoken to. They are given school
uniform to wear.
All children must wear their hair tied up
and are provided with bobbles in school.
Every child is challenged if they have
their hair down or are wearing jeans.
Can it be made clear to the children
Sandwich children should be bringing all
what they need to do with
their packaging/uneaten food home.
packaging/uneaten food.
ER will remind lunch time supervisors.
ER is on duty in the hall at lunch and has
not been aware of any children doing
this, but will check.
It is part of the resources we use in
Top tip from a parent has been put into
school and unfortunately there is
the newsletter twice. But will be
nothing out there at the minute as an included in the next one. Hair spray
alternative.
sprayed on the mark and washed as
Staff are mindful of children using
normal.
pens inappropriately.
Mark Fritche is the manager of the
He has advised for parents to contact
swimming pool.
King Edward directly about this matter
He is upset about the reports given.
and make a complaint.

Next Meeting to be held: date will be sent via text for Summer Term.
Email: parentforum @thringstone.leics.sch.uk
Please remember to give items you want discussing to the office. They can be done anonymously if you wish to do so.

